This report studies the global minimization of discretized total variation (TV) energies with an L 1 or L 2 fidelity term using parametric maximum flow algorithms. The TV-L 2 model [36] , also known as the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model is suitable for restoring images contaminated by Gaussian noise, while the TV-L 1 model [2, 29, 7, 42 ] is able to remove impulsive noise from grey-scale images, and perform multi scale decompositions of them. For large-scale applications such as those in medical image (pre)processing, we propose here fast and memory-efficient algorithms, based on a parametric maximum flow algorithm [19] and the minimum s-t cut representation of TV-based energy functions [26, 17] . Preliminary numerical results on large-scale two-dimensional CT and three-dimensional Brain MRI images that illustrate the effectiveness of our approaches are presented.
Introduction
Let a grey-scale 2-dimensional image be represented by a function f on a domain Ω in R 2 . In this paper, to simplify our presentation, we restrict our discussion to rectangular domains. The ROF (TV-L 2 ) and TV-L 1 models obtain a decomposition of f , f = u * λ + v * λ , by solving the following models, respectively, ROF: inf
for their minimizers u * λ , where BV is the space of functions of bounded variation, T V (u) is the total variation [44] of u, and f ∈ L 1 (Ω). The latter is needed for technical reasons. The ROF model (1) was proposed in [36] for obtaining a restored image u * from an input image f corrupted by Gaussian noise. Early models for doing this were based on least squares and had the unfortunate of our algorithms on various input parameters. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
Problem formulation
The two-dimensional images in this paper are defined as two-dimensional matrices in Z m×n + , where Z + denotes the set of nonnegative integers. The (i, j)-th element of these matrices represents the grey-scale level or brightness of the (i, j)-th image pixel. Similarly, three-dimensional images are represented by three-dimensional matrices in Z m×n×p + , in which the (i, j, k)-th element represents the (i, j, k)-th voxel. For ease of notation, we only focus on two-dimensional images until presenting our experiments on three dimensional MRI images Section 6. Our results for two-dimensional images can be easily extended to three-dimensional images in an obvious way.
Typical grey-scales range from 0 to 2 8 − 1 = 255, 0 to 2 12 − 1 = 4095, and 0 to 2 16 − 1 = 65, 535 for 8-bit, 12-bit and 16-bit grey-scale images, respectively. Thus, the input image f , output image u, and their difference v = f − u are defined as matrices in Z m×n + whose elements satisfy f i,j = u i,j + v i,j for i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n.
Moreover, we assume that all images u satisfy the Neumann condition on the boundary of the domain Ω, and hence that u 0,j = u 1,j and u m,j = u m+1,j f or j = 1, . . . , n, u i,0 = u i,1 and u i,n = u i,n+1 f or i = 1, . . . , m.
Two different discretized representations of TV, isotropic and anisotropic, are used in image processing. For example, in an isotropic discretization, T V iso (u) = i,j |u i+1,j − u i,j | 2 + |u i,j+1 − u i,j | 2 .
However, T V iso (u) cannot be expressed in terms of the super-level indicator 1 {u≥l} , for all grey-scale levels l needed by our approach. (Note that 1 {u≥l} is a matrix with binary elements 1 {u i,j ≥l} ).
Therefore, in this paper, we only consider anisotropic discretizations of TV. These depend on which neighboring pixels are used to represent T V (u): the most commonly used neighborhoods, involving 4, 8 and 16 neighbors, respectively, are [28] . For example, these neighborhoods of pixel (3, 3) are: N 4 (3, 3) = {(2, 3), (3, 2) , (3, 4) , (4, 3) }, 
For three-dimensional images, we define: 6 (i, j, k) = {(i , j , k ) : |i − i| + |j − j| + |k − k| = 1}, and define T V 3D, 6 (u) in a manner similar to T V 4 (u) above; that is, the sum of the absolute values of each pair of neighbors.
For each pair of neighboring pixels (i, j) and (l, k), we can express (u i,j − u l,k ) + in terms of the elements of 1 {u≥μ} over all grey-scale levels as follows:
(1 {ui,j ≥μ} − 1 {u l,k ≥μ} ) + ,
where l max = max i,j u i,j or simply 2 p − 1 for p-bit grey-scale images. Using (6) and defining
we have for p = 4, 8, 16,
where
Because the neighborhood relation is reflective, for each neighborhood pair of pixels (i, j) and (k, l), the terms involving both these pixels in (9)-(11) have the form:
for some weight ω > 0. This will be made use of in Section 3.
Next we express the L 1 and L 2 fidelity terms in terms of 1 {u≥μ} and 1 {f ≥μ} . Using the facts that for a, b ∈ Z + , 1 {b<μ} = 1 − 1 {b≥μ} and |a − b| = max{a,b} μ=0
(1 {b<μ} 1 {a≥μ} + 1 {b≥μ} 1 {a<μ} ) , we obtain for the L 1 fidelity term,
The advantage of having both 1 {ui,j ≥μ} and 1 {ui,j <μ} in the above formula will become clear in next section.
It is easy to verify that, for b ∈ Z + , |a − b|
Therefore, we obtain for the L 2 fidelity term [6] i,j
where C is a constant that does not depend on u.
The above discretizations to T V (u) and the data fidelity terms can be generalized to arbitrary discrete intensity levels l 0 < l 1 < . . . < l K instead of 0, 1, . . . , l max . Finally, combining T V p (u), for a particular choice of p and the data fidelity terms gives the discretizations:
Consider the following two discrete geometry energy minimization problems that correspond, respectively, to the problems of minimizing the TV-L 1 energy E 1 (u; λ, f ) and the discrete ROF energy E 2 (u; λ, f ) above, again depending on the choice of p:
where T V p (U ) is given by (7) -(11) with 1 {u≥μ} replaced by U i,j . For given input λ and f , we will use U * μ , for μ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max } to denote the minimizers of (13) and (14) . The discrete TV-L 1 and ROF energies above are decomposed into leveled energies of the matrices 1 {u≥μ} over the grey-scale levels μ. However, these matrices are not independent across levels as they all depend on u. Therefore, minimizing the discrete TV-L 1 and ROF energies for u may not be equivalent to minimizing the level-μ energies (13) and (14) for U μ at every value of μ independently because U * μ may not equal 1 {u * ≥μ} for the same λ and f . To establish this equivalence, one needs to show that given a set of solutions {U * μ : μ = 0, . . . , l max }, where U * μ minimizes the level-μ energy of (13) and (14) , one can construct a minimizer u * of the total TV-L 1 and ROF energy from {U * μ : μ = 0, . . . , l max }. This result, which was proven for the case with discrete levels in [16, 17] and for the one with continuous levels in [42, 16, 1] , is based on the fact that there exist minimizers U * μ for μ = 1, . . . , l max , such that U * μ1 ⊇ U * μ2 whenever μ 1 < μ 2 and
minimizes E 1 (u; λ, f ) and E 2 (u; λ, f ), respectively. In next two section, we show that for given f and λ, and each value of μ = 1, . . . , l m ax, there exist capacitated flow networks corresponding to E G (U ) as min-cut linear programs. The graph geometric approach in this section is intended to help the reader visualize the flow networks, while the optimization formula approach in Section 4 rigorously justifies the network construction.
Let G = (V, E, c) denote a graph (network ) where V and E are the sets of nodes (vertices) and directed arcs (edges), respectively; there are the two special nodes called terminals in V , the source s and the sink t; c is a non-negative function of edge capacities. For v ∈ V and w ∈ V with v = w, we let (v, w) denote the directed arc from v to w and c(v, w) its capacity.
An s-t cut of G is a 2-partition (S, S) of V (i.e., S ∪ S = V and S ∩ S = ∅) satisfying s ∈ S and t ∈ S. The capacity (value) of (S, S) is defined as c(S, S) = v∈S,w∈S c(v, w); it is the sum of the capacities of the arcs from S to S across the cut. For example, (S, S) = ({s, v 1 , v 2 }, {t}) is a cut of the network depicted in Figure 2 with a capacity 8. The edges from S to S across the cut are highlighted.
Definition 3.1 ([26])
A function E(x 1 , . . . , x n ) of n binary variables is called network repre-
, and E(0, 1) = 1. Since U v = 1 ⇔ v ∈ S and U w = 1 ⇔ w ∈ S, the s-t cuts corresponding to the 4 configurations of ω 12 E(U 1 , U 2 ) are (S, S) = ({s, v, w}, {t}), ({s}, {v, w, t}), ({s, v}, {w, t}), and ({s, w}, {v, t}) with capacities ω vw , ω vw , 2ω vw , and 2ω vw , respectively. A constant offset ω vw is added to ω vw E so that ω vw E + ω vw is equal to the cut values for all configurations of U v and U w .
sentable if there exists a network G = (V, E, c) with source node s and sink node t and a set of nodes V 0 = {v 1 , . . . , v n } ⊆ V − {s, t} such that, for any (fixed) configuration (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ {0, 1}
n , E(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is equal to a constant plus the value of the minimum s-t cut among all s-t cuts (S,S) in G, where v i ∈ S ⇔ x i = 1 and v i ∈S ⇔ x i = 0, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Remark. The above definition allows the use of normal nodes representing binary variables, as well as extra nodes not associated with any binary variables. If the network contains extra nodes, the oneto-one correspondence between a configuration (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and a (S,S)-partition of {v 1 , . . . , v n } is established by taking the min-cut with respect to the extra nodes in V \V 0 in the networkḠ obtained from G by fixing the partition of {v 1 , . . . , v n } according to v i ∈ S ⇔ x i = 1 and v i ∈S ⇔ x i = 0. Moreover, one can switch x i = 1 with x i = 0 for any or all nodes.
Using the additivity theorem below, we can construct networks for E 1 G (U ; μ) and E 2 G (U ; μ) by combining the sub-networks constructed for all irreducible terms in E 1 G (U ; μ) and E 2 G (U ; μ). Theorem 3.2 The sum of finite network-representable functions, each represented by a network
Theorem 3.2 is proved in [26] . It also follows from the relationship between the linear programming formulation of the minimum s-t cut problem and the minimization of network-representable functions discussed in Section 3. We now show that, for every term in T V p (U ), there exists an equivalent network. Every term
, or more precisely ω vw E(U v , U w ) + ω vw , can be represented by the network depicted in Figure 3 . The one-to-one correspondence between each of the configurations of (U 1 , U 2 ) and an s-t cut is listed below Figure 3 . The network representation is not unique. Figure 4 depicts another network that also represents ω vw E(U v , U w ). We implemented the latter representation with pairs of oppositely directed edges in our code. In the complete network for T V p (U ) obtained by combining the networks for all (i, j)'s, each node v i,j is connected to its neighbors defined by 
, respectively. In both networks, c(s, v) and c(v, t) are equal to the coefficients of the terms (1 − U v ) and U v , respectively. Here, y = 1 {fi,j ≥μ} and z = f i,j , for each pixel (i, j), in the TV/L 1 and ROF models, respectively. The data fidelity terms in the TV-L 1 and ROF models are composed of terms of the forms
and
for every pixel v = (i, j), respectively. For example, for pixel (i, j), y = 1 {fi,j ≥μ} , z = f i,j and U v = U i,j . E 1 and E 2 can be represented by the networks depicted in Figure 3 . The reason of expressing energies in terms of both U v and (1 − U v ) becomes clear: the capacities c(s, v) and c(v, t) are set equal to the coefficients of the terms (1 − U v ) and U v , respectively. In these networks, the black and color edges represent the TV and fidelity terms, respectively. For better visualization, we place the nodes (i, j) with the black edges in a plane and put s and t above and beneath the plane.
Finally, in Figure 6 and 7, we present the complete networks constructed for 2 × 3 instances of E 
Max-flow/min-cut LP formulations
In this section, we formulate the problems of minimizing E 1 G (U ; μ) and E 2 G (U ; μ) as minimum s-t cut linear programs in a capacitated flow network . First, we introduce the primal-dual pair of linear programs for the maximum s-t flow and minimum s-t cut problems.
A flow f , is a nonnegative function defined on the edges (v, w) of a network G = (V, E, c). with special nodes s, called the source, and t, called the sink, that satisfies
To interpret (17), we let f in (v) ≡ (w,v)∈E f (w, v) denote the total amount of flow along the directed edges (w, v) into v, and f out (v) ≡ (v,w)∈E f (v, w) denote the total amount of flow along the directed edges (v, w) out of v. Therefore, the flow conservation condition (17) specifies that for any node v other than s and t, f in (v) = f out (v).
Given a set of nonnegative edge capacities c(v, w) ≥ 0, the maximum flow problem seeks to find a flow with the maximum in-flow into the sink t, or equivalently, maximum out-flow from s. This problem can be formulated as the following linear program: (16) and (17) . (18) The dual of the linear program (18) is the minimum-cut problem:
Due to the unimodularity property of node-arc incidence matrices of directed networks and the special right-hand side structure of (19) the solution (γ * , δ * ) of the minimum-cut linear program is binary; i.e., every element of γ * and δ * is either 0 or 1. This binary solution identifies the minimum s-t cut (S, S) as follows: S := {v ∈ V : γ * (v) = 1} and S := V \ S. Note that s ∈ S and t ∈ S. By strong duality for the primal-dual pair of linear programs (18( and (19) , we have, for the maximum flow f * of (18) and the minimum cut defined by γ * of (19),
Specifically, (20) follows from the fact that by strong duality the optimal objective function values of (18) and (19) are equal, (21) follows from c(v, w) ≥ 0 and the first constraint in (19) , and the last equality (22) follows from γ * being binary and the definitions of S and S. In other words, the maximum amount of flow that can be pushed from s to t is equal to the capacity of a minimum s-t cut in the network.
Next, we represent each term in E 1 G (U ; μ) and E 2 G (U ; μ) as the solution to a linear program, each minimizing for an independent variable δ and sharing γ = U as parameters. Because they do not share unknown variables, we then combine the sub-linear programs into one linear program that has an optimal objective value equal to
, we further treat γ = U as unknown variables and solve the resulting linear program for δ and γ. This last linear program has precisely the same form as the minimum-cut linear program (19) .
+ , where v and w stand for two different pixels/nodes. Using the fact that (a − b) + = min{c : b − a + c ≥ 0, c ≥ 0}, we can evaluate w vw E(U v , U w ) using the formulation below, where c(v, w) = c(w, v) = w vw , and γ(v) = U v , and γ(w) = U w take on arbitrary binary values:
We note that, the minimum objective value of (23) is equal to w vw E(U v , U w ) for any assignment of γ(v) = U v and γ(w) = U w . Note that for the moment, we are treating γ(v) and γ(w) as given and δ(v, w) and δ(w, v) as the unknown variables. Fidelity terms. Each term in the sums that comprise the fidelity terms in E 1 G and E 2 G has the form aU v + b(1 − U v ), for given a and b nonnegative. For example, a = λ(1 − 1 {f i,j ≥μ} ) is the coefficient of U i,j , and b = λ1 {f i,j ≥μ} is the coefficient of (1 − U i,j ) in the fidelity term in E 1 G (U ; μ). Since ax = min y {ay : 0 − x + y ≥ 0, y ≥ 0} for a ≥ 0 and b(1 − x) = min y {by : x − 1 + y ≥ 0, y ≥ 0} for b ≥ 0, the value of aU v + b(1 − U v ) is equivalent to the optimal objective value of
for γ(v) = U v , c(s, v) = b, and c(v, t) = a given as parameters in (24) . For both U v = 0 and U v = 1, the above min-cut linear program over the unknowns δ(s, v) and δ(v, t) gives the same minimum objective value equal to
Using (23), we can represent every term in T V p (U ), with two independent variables: δ(v, w) and δ(w, v) and we can represent the data fidelity terms in E 1 G and E 2 G using δ(s, v) and δ(v, t) in (24. Therefore, we can represent E 1 G and E 2 G for any given U by combining the linear programs (23) and (24) for all terms of E 1 G and E 2 G . Specifically, the combination gives a larger linear program on the unknown variable δ with an objective function equal to the sum of the objectives in (23) and (24), as well as a set of constraints consisting of all of the constraints in (23) and (24), again, for all terms in E 1 G and E 2 G . In fact, combining sub-linear programs in the form of (23) and (24) is equivalent to connecting the subnetworks defined by (23) and (24) for each (v, w) and v into a large flow network. In this sense, we have constructed the same flow network as one in Section 3.
The problem of minimizing
G for an optimal U * , therefore, is equivalent to the solution for both γ and δ in the combined linear program.
Comparing the objectivefunctions and constraints of (23) and (24) to those of (19) , it is easy to see that (23) and (24) each resembles parts of (19) , except that γ is not an unknown in (23) and (24); hence, the combined linear program is also in the form of (19) . Clearly, minimizing a linear program in the form of (19) for both γ and δ is a min-cut problem. According to our previous analysis, every min-cut linear program has a binary minimizer γ * , which defines the optimal U * for E
for U is simply a min-cut linear program. In the following sections, we present efficient algorithms for finding γ * .
Finding the Maximum Flow
In this section, we describe how to solve a single min-cut linear program using Goldberg-Tarjan's Preflow-Push algorithm [20] .
The Goldberg-Tarjan Preflow Algorithm
A preflow f on G is similar to a flow except that the conservation of flow requirement is relaxed to (17) :
Here e(v) denotes the excess of the preflow f at node v. The capacity and nonnegativity bounds on the f must still be satisfied. The value of a preflow f is defined as e(t), the excess of flow at the sink t. For every preflow f , there exists a flowf satisfyingf (v, w) ≤ f (v, w) for any (v, w) ∈ E and e f (t) = ef (t).
Given a preflow f , we say an edge (v, w) is saturated if f (v, w) = c(v, w), leaving no room for any more flow on (v, w), and unsaturated if f (v, w) < c(v, w). With respect to f , the residual network w) is a residual edge. Any increase of f over this residual edge (v, w) is equivalent to the increase of f (v, w) or the decrease of f (w, v), or both. Therefore, the residual capacity of the residual edge (v, w) is equal to
where the first part of the sum is the maximum flow augmentation over (v, w), and the second part the maximum flow reduction on its reverse edge (w, v). Clearly, the use of residual edges and capacities combines the effects of both forward and backward edges on the total amount of flow between two nodes. For example, let (v, w) and (w, v) be two directed edges. If c(v, w) = 5, c(w, v) = 2, f (v, w) = 3, and f (w, v) = 0, then c f (v, w) = 2 and c f (w, v) = 5. The preflow-push algorithm [20] maintains a preflow f and a distance label d(v) for every node
It is easy to see that d(v) is less than or equal to the shortest path (using the least number of edges) distance from v to t in the residual network. In the algorithm, d is used to approximate this shortest path distance to direct flow pushes along approximately shortest paths to t. Intuitively, since t is the destination of flow, pushing along the shortest path to t saves the total number of pushes. A node v is called active if e f (v) > 0 (later, we change this condition to d(v) < |V | and e f (v) > 0 for computing min-cuts only but not max-flows). Flow is only allowed to be pushed out of active nodes along admissible arcs, which are defined below.
Initially, all excess of flow resides at the source node s. The preflow-push algorithm pushes the excess of flow from s to its adjacent nodes v in G by saturating the edges (s, v) ∈ E (i.e., letting f (s, v) = c(s, v)), so these nodes v become active and s becomes inactive. Then, the algorithm iteratively improves the preflow f by pushing the excess of flow residing at active nodes v toward t along edges (v, w) with positive residual capacities and satisfying d(v) = d(w) + 1 and, meanwhile, updating d dynamically to better reflect the shortest distance to t. An edge (v, w) satisfying c f (v, w) > 0 and d(v) = d(w) + 1 is called admissible (for flow push). Since d(t) = 0 and flow is pushed from nodes with larger d to those with smaller d, the sink node t is the destiny of pushed flow. Without going into the details of the algorithm, it is still easy to see that the amount of flow received by the sink gradually increases and finally reaches its maximum. After the flow into t is maximized (or "blocked") there generally still exists remaining excess of flow at internal nodes, which must be disconnected to t in the residual network (otherwise, they can push their excess to t); this remaining excess is then pushed (returned) back to s. These pushes happen to an active node v when d(v) is increased and become greater than d(s). After all remaining excess is returned to s, the algorithm terminates with a max-flow f from s to t.
The details of the preflow-push algorithm [20] are given in Algorithms 1 and 2, which include our modifications: In these algorithms, a node v is active requires d(v) < |V |, in addition to e f (v) > 0. Moreover, we employ the heuristic gap relabeling [13, 18] Theorem 5.1 also shows that the nodes v with d(v) = |V | no longer have directed paths to t, so any excess residing at these nodes can only be returned to s and thus does not affect the max-flow that t could receive. However, these nodes are no longer active, so their excess cannot be sent back to s. With this change, the preflow-push algorithm terminates with a maximum preflow instead of a maximum flow, so requires less computation. Nevertheless, the min-cut S = {v : d(v) ≥ |V |} and S = V \ S is still valid. In a sense, in order to find a min-cut, one only needs to identify the bottleneck of a capacitated network for s-t flow, but not necessarily the max-flow. When all nodes v with excess satisfy d(v) = |V |, t can no longer receive more flow, then the bottleneck lies between these nodes with excess and those with d < |V |.
The discharge(v) procedure in Algorithm 2 sends excess of flow residing at v to its neighbors. For this purpose, each node keeps its neighbors in an ordered list, where the order can be arbitrary but must be fixed throughout the running of the max-flow algorithm, and a pointer current edge pointing to an edge in the list. Initially, current edge points the first edge in the list. When procedure discharge(v) is called, it starts scanning the edge list of v from current edge and move forward in the list until either all excess at v has been pushed to its neighbors through admissible arcs found or current edge reaches the end of list with excess still left at v. In the former case, current edge points to the last edge in the list that is used to push flow on, and the procedure exits. In the latter case, v is then relabeled (i.e., increase d(v)) to generate new admissible edges. After relabeling, current edge of v is reset to the first new admissible edge.
In the preflow algorithm, there are generally more than one active nodes at a time so one has freedom to choose which active node is chosen for discharge. Algorithm 1 always picks active nodes with highest distance labels for discharge, achieve a running time O(|V | 2 |E| 1/2 ) in a general network [12] . One can order active nodes for discharge in other ways, for example, the FIFO order [20] . Refer to [14] for a comparison of different orderings. We found that the heuristic gap relabeling is very useful for reducing the total number of pushes and relabels and, thus, total running time. Gap relabeling checks, before each call to relabel (i.e., right after current node of v reaches the end of v's edge list but v still has excess) whether or not v is the only node with a distance label . These relabeled nodes are no longer active, so effectively, wiped out for pushing flow and put in S.
To keep track of active and inactive nodes with different labels, most implementations of the preflow-push algorithm employ an array of distance buckets 1 , a pair for each distance label. All active nodes with the same distance label are store in the same dedicated bucket, so does all inactive nodes with the same distance label. In addition, the algorithm uses three variables d max , a min , and a max to keep track of current max distance label, current max and min distance labels of active nodes. These allows gap relabeling to run at little extra cost.
Algorithm 1 Preflow-push algorithm saturate (s, v) for all neighbors v of s {Comment: by modifying the residual capacities of (s, v) and excesses of these v's} 
The Parametric Max-Flow Algorithm
The data fidelity terms in E 1 G and E 2 G vary with μ. According to the graph constructions in last section, the capacities of the terminal edges (i.e., edges out of s and into t) in the constructed graphs representing E 1 G and E 2 G are functions of μ. In the network representing E 1 G , the capacities λ1 {f v ≥μ} of (s, v) are non-increasing in μ while the capacities λ(1 − 1 {fv≥μ} ) of (v, t) non-decreasing in μ. The same holds for the capacities of (s, v) and (v, t) in the network representing E 2 G . The capacities of all other (non-terminal) edges keep fixed. This property of monotonicity allows to use the GalloGrigoriadis-Tarjan parametric maximum flow algorithm [19] to compute the maximum flows (hence, min-cuts) for all values of μ without calling a single maximum flow algorithm multiple times for all different values of μ. For 8-bit grey-scale images, μ = 1, . . . , 255, and for 16-bit grey-scale images, μ = 1, . . . , 65535. For μ = 0, the min-cut is trivially (S, S) = ({s}, V − {s}) since f i,j ≥ 0 for all (i, j). (1) and (2) can be solved for optimal output images with p-bit gray-scale levels in at most O(nm log(n 2 /m) + 2 p m log(n 2 /m)) time by the parametric max-flow/min algorithm. For Model (2), the running time can be reduced to O(nm log(n 2 /m)), independent of the gray-scale depth p.
Theorem 5.2 Models
This theorem follows a time bound of the parametric maximum flow algorithm, on which we give a brief description below.
Algorithm 2 discharge(v)
Require: v is active {Comment: 
is a series of networks with the fixed V and E and varying c k , where c k is nondecreasing for (s, v), v ∈ V \ {s, t}, and nonincreasing for (v, t), v ∈ V \ {s, t}, in k, and fixed for all of the other (v, w)'s.
Gallo, Grigoriadis, and Tarjan [19] found that the preflow-push algorithm can be modified to compute the maximum flows of G k for all k = k 1 , . . . , k K in a total time O(nm log(n 2 /m) + Km log(n 2 /m)), where n = |V | is the number of nodes and m = |E| is the number of edges in G. For K ≤ n, this is the best known time bound for a single flow computation. For k = k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k K increasing, let us first describe how the parametric algorithm finds maximum flows on G k in that order. Suppose for a fixed k = k l , the preflow-push algorithm terminates with a set of distance label d k and a flow f . When changing
Along with these modifications, the residual capacities of affected edges, the excess and active statuses of affected nodes are also updated. The authors showed that the modified flow f is a preflow, and the old distance label d = d k is still valid for f . Therefore, if new active nodes are generated with the updates, the preflow-push algorithm can resume and compute a maximum (pre)flow for G k . The reader should refer to [19] for the details and justification of this parametric algorithm.
Associated with computing a maximum (pre)flow
which is equal the union of S k−1 and the set of nodes relabeled to d = |V | during the max-flow computation in G k . For solving the TV/L 1 and ROF models based on the networks constructed in Sections 3 and 4, we compute the min-cuts of those networks for a decreasing sequence of μ to satisfy Assumption B. The number of distinct values of μ is equal to K. It is important for us to note that the min-cuts obtained by this procedure are monotonic; more specifically, S k(μ) ⊆ S k(μ ) for any μ > μ . This allows one to have a monotonic sequence of U * μ that can be used to reconstruct u * according to (15) .
It is important to see that K can be much less than the total number of grey-scales for solving the TV/L 1 problem. In Figure 3 the left graph, the capacities are determined by whether f i,j ≥ μ or not. These capacities for some node (i, j) may only change at the values of μ equal to some f i,j . For example, if f i,j is equal to either 0 or 255, then μ = 1, 2, . . . , 255 give the same 1 {fi,j ≥μ} for all (i, j). Consequently, μ only needs to take the distinct values of f i,j 's. For many images, this number of the distinct gray-scale values is less than the total allowed number of grey-scale levels, so the parametric max-flow algorithm for the TV/L 1 model can be applied with a relatively small number of updates. Moreover, each 1 {fi,j ≥μ} only changes at one value of μ, the capacities of associated edges change only once. Consequently, no matter how many updates there are, the total work on updating edge capacities is fixed. Therefore, as we can see from the numerical results in Section 6, the parametric max-flow algorithm is well suited for solving the TV/L 1 model. However, we note that this is not the case for solving the ROF model because the capacity 2λ(μ − 1 2 ) varies with μ directly, so we need to solve for every integer value of μ ∈ [f min , f max ], where f min := min{f i,j } and f max := max{f i,j }.
With a little change to the constructed network, we can solve the sequence of max-flow/min-cut problems for an increasing sequence of μ. Given a max-flow from s to t, we can obtain a max-flow from s = t to t = s of a new network with all directed edges reverted by reverting the direction of the flow. Since every planar (non-terminal) edges (v, w) has a sibling (w, v) with the same capacity, the reversion only affect terminal edges (s, v) and (v, t), giving new edges (s , v) and (v, t ). In the new network, s = t becomes the source node, and t = s the sink node. Therefore, for an increasing sequence of μ, the monotonicity properties of the capacities of the terminal nodes satisfy Assumption B. In short, when one reverts the directions of edges, as well as the roles of the source and sink nodes, one also reverts the order of μ.
Parallelizing the parametric max-flow algorithm
Since, for the same value of μ, we can choose to compute max-flow/min-cut of either the original or reverted network, we can easily parallelize the parametric max-flow algorithm by solving the set of max-flow/min-cut problems corresponding to a set of μ-values using two sequences of μ at the same time: one sequence with increasing values of μ starting from the minimal μ, the other with decreasing values of μ starting from the maximal μ, until the two sequence meet at the same μ-value.
To fully justify this parallel algorithm, we cannot ignore the requirement on the monotonicity of the resulting min-cuts, which are generated by two threads. In general, a network may have multiple min s-t cuts, and because of this, a particular parametric min-cut series of a parametric network may not be monotonic. Therefore, even though each thread generates monotonic min-cut series, concatenating the two series does not naturally give an entire series of monotonic min-cuts. However, the preflow algorithm computes a min-cut that is s-minimum among all min-cuts, i.e., the computed S is a subset of allŜ for min-cuts (Ŝ,Ŝ). Consequently, the min-cuts computed by the thread with decreasing μ's are s-minimum and increasing; the min-cuts computed by the other thread with increasing μ's are s -minimum (hence, t-minimum, i.e., s-maximum) and decreasing. When the two thread meet at a value of μ, the two series of min-cuts can be concatenated into one monotonic series of min-cuts, allowing (15) to be applied for computing u * . It is clear that there is no synchronization needed for running the two independent threads of parametric max-flow/min-cut computations. One only needs to check, before it moves from μ to the next μ , whether the other thread has already started or even finished with μ . If it has, then the inquiring thread terminates. Therefore, the overhead of parallelization is negligible, yielding an algorithm that is almost twice as fast as the single-threaded one. To fully utilize this property, one should implement this parallel algorithm on two CPU or even across computer that do not share memory/cache pipelines (but signaling each other for μ).
The divide-and-conquer algorithm
The divide-and-conquer procedure from [17] is related to the ideas of graph contraction and divideand-conquer in [23] , which we combine with the parametric maximum flow algorithm. This modification invalidates the time bound but speeds up the calculation for solving the TV/L 1 and ROF models, especially the ROF model.
We first store all of the values of k 1 , . . . , k K in a binary tree in the following way. We let the root to be k K/2 . For the left branch k 1 , . . . , k K/2 −1 , we let K = K/2 − 1 and set k K /2 as the root of the subtree, which is also the left child of the root of the entire binary tree, and then we apply the same to the right branch k K/2 +1 , . . . , k K . The entire tree is generated by recursively assigning roots of subtrees. For example, as shown in Figure 8, 1, 3, 4, 8, 9 , 10, 12 forms a binary tree with the root 8 and it left and right children 3 and 10, which further have their left and right children 1, 4, 9, and 12. If K is not a power of 2, then some leaf nodes can be left empty or have the same values as their parents.
Next, we call the preflow algorithm at each level of tree, from the root level (level 1) down to the leaf level. For each level, we combine all of the subproblems at this level, each corresponding to a value of k, into one network that is no larger than the starting network, and thus solve multiple level 1: [8] Figure 8 : A sequence of k values, (1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12) , are ordered in a binary tree.
max-flow/min-cut problems at the same time. In the above example, we first solve a standard max-flow/min-cut problem for k = 8, then combine the two networks corresponding to k = 3, 10 into one and solve for both of them as one max-flow/min-cut problem, and finally combine the four networks corresponding to k = 1, 4, 9, 12 into one and again solve as one max-flow/min-cut problem. Below we first give the details and justification of combining the subproblems at each level using graph contraction argument, then show how the combination can be integrated seamlessly with the parametric algorithm such that parts of the preflow and label information are kept from an iteration to the next.
, where S k = {v : d(k) = |V |} using the label d obtained at the end of k-th maxflow subproblem, denote the min-cut found for k. We have shown that
, which is the first obtained in the divide-and-conquer algorithm, is a subset in S
, the capacities of the arcs (v, t) are nondecreasing. This may allow some of the excess of flow residing at the nodes in S k K/2 to be sent to t. However, this additional flow from the excess to t never takes a way through any node w ∈ S k K/2 \ {t} because (v, w) for all v ∈ S k K/2 are saturated; hence, the set of nodes, S k K/2 \ {t}, does not paly a role in sending any additional flow for solving the max-flow/min-cut problem with respect to a k reduced from k K/2 . We note that we are referring to the change in the max-flows with respect to k reducing from k = k K/2 and to a value less than k K/2 : the change does not depend on any nodes in S k K/2 \ {t}. Therefore, we do not need to include S k K/2 \ {t}, as well as all edges from or to this set of nodes, in the max-flow calculation for k < k K/2 after solving the problem for k K/2 . In particular, we simply freeze the residual capacities, as well as the flow, over (v, w) for all v ∈ S k K/2 \ {s} and w ∈ S k K/2 \ {t} and only considering the sub-network S k K/2 ∪ {t} and its induced edges. Above we studied updating the max-flow with respect to reducing k from k K/2 . In fact, for opposite problem of updating the max-flow with respect to increasing k from k K/2 , we can derive exactly the opposite result, i.e., S k K/2 \ {s} does not play a role for updating the max-flows for these problems starting from the max-flow with respect to k = k K/2 . Therefore, we freeze the nodes in S k K/2 , as well as any arcs from or to this set of nodes, and consider the sub-network of
The two sub-networks for k < k K/2 and k > k K/2 have only the frozen edges in between S k K/2 and S k K/2 , as well as s and t, in common. Since s and t only have out and in edges, they cannot transport flow from one sub-network to another. Therefore, the two sub-networks can be combined into one by sharing the same s and t, as well as the frozen edges. The combined network has exactly the same set of nodes and edges, including the frozen ones in between S k K/2
and S k K/2 , as the original network with respect to k = k K/2 . To summarize, the only operations needed when changing k from the root k K/2 of the binary tree to the two values in the next level include updating the capacities c(v, t) (hence, e f (v)) and freezing the set of edges across the two subnetworks, i.e., the frozen ones in between S k K/2 and S k K/2 . When moving to solving the problems with respect to the four values of k in the next level of the binary tree, the two sub-networks created for the two values of k at second level of the binary tree are further divided into four, which again can be combined by updating c(v, t) and freezing the edges across all four sub-networks.
In [17] , the authors solved the max-flow problem for the combined sub-networks at each level of the binary tree as one max-flow problem in the same size of the original. However, to maximally reuse the flow and distance labels d from previous max-flows, we should solve for the max-flow of the sub-networks individually in a specific order, still in the same network by freezing some edges in order to isolate the sub-networks for computing max-flow/min-cuts.
When k is increased, one can reuse the flow and label information left from last preflow algorithm; therefore, after solving for k at the root, the algorithm can move to solve for k as the right child of the root without resetting the bucket, preflow, and label data in the data structure. Notice that the problem with respect to k as the left child of the root is solved at the same time to avoid sharing the bucket data structure. Generally, the max-flow/min-cut problem with respect to k as the right child is always solved next, until no right child is found. Therefore, for a 4-level binary tree of k-values, the order of max-flow/min-cut computations is the on specified in Figure 9 .
Other Algorithmic Improvements
The first improvement we make over the standard max-flow algorithms is to remove arcs (s, v) and (v, t) for all v. In Table 1 , we give the running times of solving the TV/L 1 model on Barbara using both the parametric and divide-and-conquer algorithms. For solving the TV/L 1 model, the former algorithm is more effective than the latter no matter of the values of λ and neighborhoods. For each of the four settings, the running times of the latter algorithm is about twice as much as the former algorithm on Barbara, which has 228 different values of gray-scale levels. Even though the parametric algorithm must perform 227 updates to the flow network constructed for the TV/L 1 model on Barbara, one for every level increasing, each of these updates only affected a small number of edges out of s or into t. The total number of updates applied to the capacities of the edges (s, v) and (v, t) is limited to two for each v corresponding to the pixel (i, j). Specifically, they were changed when μ was increased from f i,j to the next gray-scale level. Therefore, it turns out that the total time for solving the parametric max-flow problems with 228 levels and thus 227 updates is less than the total time of solving essentially 8 different single max-flow problems with the overhead of 7 dividing operations. We also observed consistent results of applying the TV/L 1 model on other images; that is, the parametric algorithm was always more efficient than the divide-and-conquer algorithm. 
Performance affected by the number of neighbors and the value of λ
In Table 1 , we also observe that the running times depend on the number of neighbors, as well as the value of λ. Using the network in which each node is connected to 16 neighbors took both algorithms more running times to find the min-cuts, but the multiplicative factors are well less than four. Using a small λ also caused the running times to increase because smaller λ's reduce the capacities of the terminal arcs out of s and into t by the same factor. Compared to the constant capacities of the planar arcs in form of (v, w), the reduced capacities of terminal arcs make the total amount flow into the network to be less, but nevertheless, also make the planar arcs less likely to be saturated, and thus allow the max-flow to have more and longer paths, each carrying less amount on average, from s to t; in turn, the preflow-push algorithm performs more pushes and label updates before finding a maximum preflow. Since the value of λ affects the performance of the preflow-push algorithm, which is the subroutine of both the parametric and divide-and-conquer algorithms, the same λ-effect was observed for both algorithms applied to solving both the TV/L 1 and ROF models (Ref . Tables 2-4 ).
The divide-and-conquer approach for solving the ROF model
For the ROF mode, the comparison between the parametric and divide-and-conquer algorithms yielded the opposite result: the divide-and-conquer algorithm was much more efficient that the parametric algorithm. While the divide-and-conquer algorithm essentially solves p single max-flows with the dividing overhead, the parametric algorithm for the ROF model must perform f max −f min +1 updates, and for each update, the capacities of all arcs into t need to be changed since their capacities depend on μ. The total time spent on these inter-level updates outweighs the save of solving a sequence of max-flow problems in a parametric way to utilize the flow and label information left from previous solutions. Therefore, it was not surprising for us to observe the running times of the parametric algorithms for solving the ROF models were so excessive that the parametric algorithm was even way slower than the PDE-based or second-order cone programming-based algorithms. Therefore, we did not include the parametric algorithm in any experiments for solving the ROF model. Table 2 gives the running times of the divide-and-conquer algorithm for solving the ROF models on noisy Barbara with 8- 
Since the TV term is linear but the data fidelity term is quadratic in the gray-scale depth, we need to multiply 1 257 to the data fidelity term to discount the change of gray-scale depth in order to obtain consistent results from the 8-bit and 16-bit inputs. This is equivalent to dividing λ by 257 when calling the same algorithm on 16-bit images. Since for the 16-bit image of noisy Barbara the divide-and-conquer algorithm took 16 iterations, which doubles those for the 8-bit image of noisy Barbara, the running times on the 16-bit image are also about twice as long as those on the 8-bit image under the same settings of neighborhood and λ. Moreover, in Table 2 , we observe the increase in running times if either λ is decreased or the size of neighborhood increased.
We note that the running times of the parametric algorithm for solving the TV/L 1 model, however, is not directly affected by the gray-scale depth. No matter what the depth is, the number of sequential max-flows it solves is equal to the number of distinct gray-scale level values in an image, and the total number of capacity updates applied to terminal edges is no more than twice as many as the number of total pixels. Therefore, the running time of the parametric algorithm for solving the TV/L 1 model on a 16-bit image, obtained from a 8-bit image by gray-scale multiplication, would be almost the same to that on the 8-bit image. For this reason, we do not present the redundant timing results for solving the TV/L 1 model on 16-bit images.
The TV/L 1 model applied on the image CT
The small-scale features in the image CT, depicted in Figure 10 , make this image a good example for demonstrating the processing by the TV/L 1 model. According to the analysis in [42] , the TV/L 1 model decomposes an image to two parts, one with large-scale cartoons and background, the other with small-scale oscillating features. The selection of scales is determined by the value of λ. The decomposition results obtained with λ = 0.5 and λ = 1.0 and using the 4-neighborhood are depicted in Figure 12 . With the smaller λ = 0.5, most fine features in the image CT are kept in the v part, making the u part of the decomposition easier for many image processing tasks, including tracking, segmentation, registration, etc. However, if λ is increased to 1.0, more fine features appear in the u part of the decomposition. In Table 3 , we give the running times of this experiment with the image CT. Though the images Barbara and CT are very different in content, brightness, contrast, as well as scales of features, by comparing the running times in Table 3 of the tests on CT to those in Table 1 of the tests on Barbara, we observe that both algorithms took about the same for processing both images. In addition, the Table 4 : The TV/L 1 and ROF models applied on 3D MRI T1 and T2 images running times in Table 3 match our previous analysis on how the size of neighborhood, the value of λ, and the choice of parametric or divide-and-conquer approaches affect the running times.
3-dimensional MRI images
We obtained two 3-dimensional MRI images from BrainWeb at http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ brainweb: MRI-T1 and MRI-T2. T1 and T2 stand for two different modalities for MRI imaging which may give different intensities for the same type of tissue. For example, fat appears bright in T1 images but intermediate dark in T2 images; hemangiomas appear dark in T1 images but bright in T2 images. The in-plane pixel size of the testing MRI images is 1×1mm, and the slick thickness is 1mm. The image size is 181×217×181, so both images have approximately 7.1 million voxels. We also downloaded from BrainWeb the noisy T1 and T2 MRI images each with 5% of Gaussian noise. According to BrainWeb, the "percent noise" number represents the percent ratio of the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise versus the signal for a reference tissue. These images are depicted in Figure 11 , the second row. We applied the TV/L 1 model on the noise-free T1 and T2 images, and the ROF model on their noisy counterparts. The running times are given in Table 4 . For solving these problems, we used the 6-neighborhood for discretizing the TV term, and used two different values of λ for processing
The cartoon outputs of the TV/L1 model applied with λ = 0.5.
The cartoon outputs of the TV/L1 model applied with λ = 1.0.
The denoising outputs of the ROF model applied with λ = 0.3. each image. Since this was the first time full 3D images were accurately processed by the TV-based models, we present the resulting images, Slides 50 and 100 of each, in Figure 13 . The running times of this set of experiments on 3-dimensional images are significantly more than those on 2-dimensional images. However, these times are all less than a minute, suggesting that the TV/L 1 and ROF models can be now be practically solved on large-scale 3-dimensional medical images. Consequently, one can consider using the proposed algorithms for preprocessing various medical images for tracking, segmentation, registration, etc.
Conclusion
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